Team Name: Earth Ethics Team

Description: The Earth Ethics team is devoted to improving the relationship between people and planet Earth.

This team is important to WES because: The team promotes ethical principles and actions within WES and beyond to improve our relationship to the Earth and all living beings.

Volunteer Opportunities:
- Member: Receive emails about meetings and WES / Earth Ethics events.
- Activist: Attend most meetings.
- Co-chair: Help organize actions, events and meetings.

General Responsibilities of Volunteers:
- Keep minutes of meetings and plans subsequent meetings.
- Members give a brief (30 minute or less) presentation before a meeting on an environmental topic.
- Help plan and run Earth Day celebration including recruiting Earth Day Speaker.
- Help plan other events, such as special speakers and showing documentaries.
- Help plan advocacy, including letter-writing campaigns.

General Time Requirement: Meetings are always held on a Sunday and are usually after the platform at WES and at WES or starting with a pot-luck dinner at a member’s home. Prepare for and host events and advocacy.

Knowledge, talents, or aptitudes helpful in this volunteer role:
- Ability and interest in organizing meetings to plan environmental activities.
- Ability to help organize events such as outings, letter-writing, etc.
- Interest in conserving our natural environment for generations to come.
- Ability to communicate via email, although not essential.

Length of Commitment or Term: One year, renewable. The Earth Ethics need is on-going and members generally enjoy participating over the long term.

Benefits of serving in this volunteer role: Working with friendly people at WES toward building a sustainable world for us and for future generations.

How to join this team:
Send an email to wesearthethics-subscribe@yahoogroups.com to join the group.
Also notify me at rich.reis1@gmail.com with your specific interests.
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